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LightWave v9 Texturing takes you behind the fine art of texturing and surfacing interesting and detailed textures for your 3D objects using LightWave 3D. Texturing and prepping your objects for texturing is a task that many artists find intimidating and/or confusing. LightWave v9 Texturing breaks down this process and makes it easier to understand by guiding you through LightWave's powerful surfacing toolset, tutorials, and exercises. LightWave v9 now offers a nodal shading system, which is the standard tool in the visual effects industry for the creation of surfaces. This book will show you how easy, yet extremely powerful and flexible this new system is, allowing you to dive in and create great surfaces immediately.
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Exploiting Online Games: Cheating Massively Distributed SystemsAddison Wesley, 2007

	If you are a gamer, a game developer, a software security professional, or an interested bystander, this book exposes the inner workings of online-game security for all to see.


	From the authors of the best-selling Exploiting Software, Exploiting Online Games takes a frank look at controversial security issues...
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Just the Arguments: 100 of the Most Important Arguments in Western PhilosophyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Does the existence of evil call into doubt the existence of God? Show me the argument. Philosophy starts with questions, but attempts at answers are just as important, and these answers require reasoned argument. Cutting through dense philosophical prose, 100 famous and influential arguments are presented in their essence, with...
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Programmer's Guide to SQLApress, 2003
Do you speak SQL? We do, and in this book we provide you with an in-depth yet  concise tutorial on using Structured Query Language (SQL), the standard that  defines how to create and manipulate databases and the data they store. SQL is a  simple yet powerful language, and you’ll be amazed at how many things you can do  with just a few...
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Mobile WiMAX: A Systems Approach to Understanding IEEE 802.16m Radio Access TechnologyAcademic Press, 2010

	Presenting the new IEEE 802.16m standard, this is the first book to take a systematic, top-down approach to describing Mobile WiMAX and its next generation, giving detailed algorithmic descriptions together with explanations of the principles behind the operation of individual air-interface protocols and network components.

...
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Data Mining in Bioinformatics (Advanced Information and Knowledge Processing)Springer, 2004

	
		The aim of this book is to introduce the reader to some of the best
	
		techniques for data mining in bioinformatics in the hope that the reader
	
		will build on them to make new discoveries on his or her own. The
	
		book contains twelve chapters in four parts, namely, overview, sequence
	
		and structure alignment, biological...
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Moodle 1.9 for Second Language TeachingPackt Publishing, 2009
That word Moodle keeps cropping up all over the place - it's in the newspapers, on other teachers' tongues, in more and more articles. Do you want to find out more about it yourself and learn how to create all sorts of fun and useful online language activities with it? Your search ends right here.

This book demystifies Moodle and...
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